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ell that was lively Summer then. Scorching heat or serious threat of
Trench Foot with little in between, catastrophic floods in Pakistan another
World Cup disappointment, Murray failing to win Wimbledon, Cricketers
queuing up to get into Ladbrokes, oh and the small matter of a General Election, a
new Government and economic armaggeddon with “double dip” recessions and the
threat of Industrial relation meltdown for the next six months on road, rail, air and
sea. It is tempting to pack up and become a hermit such is the relentless doom and
gloom but you just know that your hermitic hovel would be taxed punitively as your
second home.
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However the SAS and its membership are made of sterner stuff. We can see
an optimistic future and as my grandmother used to say “laugh and the world
laughs with you, cry and you wet your face”. This is not the time for morose
introspection but a time to seize the opportunities out there and help ensure that
you are networking and fulfilling your Professional obligations. As ever we are
here to assist. We have had a busy six months since our inaugural issue of Insight
and continue to grow and develop the activities and the services the Society can
offer the members throughout the Country. In this edition we outline events and
activities which may help and we look forward to hearing and seeing you. We always
welcome contributions from our membership so please contact any members of the
Committee listed below.

06/07 Legal Article:
The Competition Act
1998

Speaking of the Committee we are delighted to welcome three new enthusiastic
members to the Committee : Beth Struthers – BNP Paribas Real Estate, Mark Segal –
Brasier Freeth and Ben Tebbutt from Fisher Hargreaves Proctor.

08 The last
12 months.

We have a full programme until the end of the Year and I am delighted that our
Christmas event is reverting back to a Black Tie event at a new venue for the SAS.
It is still the only Industry Christmas event that combines dinner, dancing and
entertainment. Once again we are raising money for Action Medical Research and I
look forward to seeing as many of you as possible on the night. Places are limited so
please contact Louise Oliver.

09 Interview Kieran
Sherlock of Yo Sushi

As this is my last formal written correspondence with you before I end my period as
Chairman, I would like to thank the SAS Committee on your behalf for all their effort
and contributions and wish my successor Richard Mills of Douglas Stevens and Co
well for his term in office.

11 Vouchers
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News Update

APC Surgeries
Wayne Cox of the Lincoln VO has kindly
agreed to undertake further sessions for
candidates taking their APC next year. This
follows his very successful London surgery
in March and one at Tushingham Moore
in September. The London Surgery in
September was well attended, but on this
occasion, was run by Sam Cookman from
Knight Frank who kindly stepped in at the
last minute.

the Conference and this was well attended.
Our next event is in December and will be
hosted by Cushman and Wakefield. We
would like to thank all our sponsors for
their kind support and hope that this will
continue into 2011.

spent more time in amongst the deer than
most, but I am pleased to report that the
herd remains intact.
Chris Hovington of Douglas Stevens
won the Longest drive and Robin Burn of
Stephen Kane won nearest the pin.
Many thanks to the Ladies and Gentlemen
who turned out. We will repeat this event
again at Hampton Court and would
suggest you book early for what is a very
good day.

CPD Seminars

Quiz Night

Glovers gave a first class presentation for
the June seminar at their offices. Despite
competing with the opening week of
the World Cup (we never knew we had
so many Brazilian and North Korean
supporters in the Society) those who
attended were rewarded with an excellent
and professional presentation followed by
drinks and a complimentary umbrella.

Densa stormed to their second consecutive
victory proving again that experience
always prevails over youth!
The new venue, of Mulligans of Cork
Street worked well and another excellent
evening was had by all. We look forward to
returning here next year.

Question Time
Annual Golf Day

Clyde and Co, together with Land
Securities gave the September presentation
where, amongst the topics discussed was
the “Clearlet lease”, further details of
which can be found in this newsletter.

Wine Tasting
David Thomas of Caviste hosted a hugely
enjoyable Wine tasting evening at the
Royal Institution on Albemarle St. Realising
the low base of knowledge in the room
he expertly tailored a very informative
and interesting tasting, so that those who
could only correctly identify the colour of
the wine at the beginning of the evening,
were expounding the merits of growing
conditions, grapes and tannins by the end
of it. We will repeat this evening such were
the positive responses.

First Friday Drinks
These continue to be well attended and
we are very grateful to Nash Bond, Fisher
Hargreaves Proctor, CBRE , BNP Paribas
Real Estate who have hosted these during
the summer months. The SAS also hosted
an enjoyable (“Not the BCSC Drinks”) in
London for those who could not attend

A good turnout of 48 members and guests
gathered at the Hampton Court Palace Golf
Club near Kingston in early September.
The course proved a big hit with those
who attended and provided a good test
for all abilities with the Palace providing
a lovely backdrop on many of the holes.
The winner was David McCosh of Stephen
Kane with an impressive 45 points playing
off a handicap of 24 with Tom Dymond of
SGP second with 44 points playing off 28.
The Committee having consulted the SAS
constitution have discovered that they can
arbitrarily adjust handicaps and are pleased
to announce that they will be playing off 18
next year. This should please David Gooch
who is a member of the host club and
was unable to award himself a “Society
Handicap” in case he was spotted.
The standard of golf as usual ranged from
the excellent to those who were able to
enjoy the varied range of nature on offer
at this course including the deer that roam
at will. These deer little realising that they
were probably in more danger of imminent
death with the Shop Agents visit than at
any other time since Henry V111 was in his
pomp slaying their ancestors. Richard Mills

By the time you receive this newsletter,
our inaugural Question Time event will
have taken place. The event was held on
Thursday November 11th at CBRE’s offices
on Wimpole Street. Damian Wild of the
Estates Gazette was in the chair and our
thanks to him and his fellow panelists
which included landlords, Richard Akers of
Land Securities and Ed Jenkins of Standard
Life Investments. Jeremy Collins of John
Lewis, Amanda Herron of New Look and
Tom Meager of Primark representing
the Retailers and Ciaran Bird of CBRE
representing the Agents.
Thanks to CBRE who kindly hosted the
event and provided drinks and food
afterwards.

Back to Black
We are back to a black tie dinner this
Christmas at the Jumeirah Carlton Hotel
Knightsbridge. Dinner, Dancing and after
dinner entertainment will be provided by
Stewart Francis and a Live Band. This event
is now SOLD OUT. There are sponsorship
opportunities available should you wish to
participate. Please contact : Louise Oliver
01799 544902 for further information.
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There is another way...

The Land Securities approach to leasing

O

K, so you are now thinking just
another plug by a desperate
Landlord. Well no, actually its
not. The Land Securities (LS) approach
is all about delivering change within a
highly regulated legislative framework
and in delivering that change, meeting
and exceeding as many of our customers
expectations as we possibly can.

That was the point where the 10,000
watt light bulb lit up, with the realisation
that if it worked for the Retail Warehouse
portfolio, with a little more work, it was
equally applicable to all retail leasing.

The lease developed to deliver this change
is Clearlet, a truly short, plain English and
customer focussed lease which does what
it promises. I will explain how Clearlet
works later, but in many ways what is
more compelling, is the response from our
customers and the legal partners and that
Clearlet is a process, not a product.
The original idea was to produce a quick
and easy form of lease for the LS Retail
Parks portfolio as generally, these estates
did not involve detailed service charge or
management provisions. The initial draft
was produced by Nabarro and dubbed
Clearlet as a project title. The innovation
came with the view that throughout, we
asked ourselves “why not” as opposed to
the traditional, “why should we?”
We produced the first draft of Clearlet
and consulted with one of our LS Retail
Park customers, as to what they loved (very
little) and didn’t like about leases and the
leasing process. By adopting the “why
not?” approach, we had produced a form
of lease which was very close to the desired
transparency and fairness being sought.

Collaborate
Consult
Consider
Communicate

One of the key
issues was that Land
Securities had to
provide consistency for
our customers across
the retail sector.

The Clearlet process was born in that
minute and the protocol we adopted from
then on was:-

Collaborate
One of the key issues was that Land
Securities had to provide consistency for
our customers across the retail sector.
This meant no matter which legal firm or
jurisdiction, be it Nabarro, Dundas & Wilson
or Eversheds, in England or Scotland; the
document our customer would see would
be the base Clearlet lease. This required
the panel firms to work together in a
collaborative format, producing agreed
and consistent drafting which meets our
customer’s requirements and all whilst still
being institutionally acceptable.

Consult
We set up a consultation group of our
key retail customers, giving them the
opportunity to comment on and add to the
initial draft Clearlet lease. Again, there were
a number of proposals put forward which
we were able to consider.
We consulted with our valuers and other
industry practitioners, as to the “saleability”
of assets on the Clearlet format which took
into account our customers requirements.
Surprisingly, there were few objections
to our proposals with the majority of the
consultees being fully behind the innovative
approach to customer focussed leasing.

Consider
Following the consultation process, the
Retail business was committed to offering
a variety of options to meet the ever
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growing demand for flexibility from our
retailers. We can now price for a range of
alternative models, from turnover leases,
through ratcheted increases to an all
inclusive arrangement and all within the
Clearlet format. For the first time, our Asset
Managers were in a position to offer a
variety of options at competitive rates with
dedicated Clearlet heads of terms and all
under a virtually agreeable as drawn form
of lease.

Communicate
Clearlet was communicated back to a focus
group of our core customers and where
in a very few instances we were unable to
meet their demands, we were open and
transparent as to the reason why. We also
sought the permission of our key retailers
to form a further working party made up of
their own lawyers, as without their buy in,
we would not be in a position to drive the
changes we and our customers were keen
to see in the market.
Clearlet is now in the market and far
form being protective, we hope that by
disseminating this through our customers
and their legal advisers and by obtaining
their buy in; we can deliver that change and
importantly, deliver within the existing legal
framework.

Full Circle…
As I stated at the beginning, Clearlet is
a process not a product, it is evolution –
not revolution and we are committed to
continuous improvement. The protocol collaboration, consultation, consideration
and communication will continue with our
lawyers and advisers, our customers and
their lawyers and we have undertaken
not to make changes to the Clearlet form,
without following this protocol.

So...
A plea from a desperate Landlord? –
certainly not, this is a clarion call to
the industry to join the sector leader in
delivering tangible and lasting change at a
time when it is most needed.

Action Medical Research
What does it do? www.action.org.uk

O

ur ur work offers hope to the
many thousands of families across
the UK who are dealing with the
trauma of a baby born too early, striving
to support a child affected by disability, or
facing the challenge of caring for a child
with a rare and devastating disease for
which there is no cure.
We know that medical research can save
and change children’s lives. Yet surprisingly,
medical research into conditions that
devastate children’s lives is poorly funded.
Right now the best medical minds
in children’s hospitals and universities
across the UK are waiting for the green
light to start research that could lead to
life-changing treatments for babies and
children. They just need the funding.
Unlike many research charities Action
Medical Research relies entirely on
donations. We cannot fund new medical
breakthroughs without your help. By
supporting this Christmas Celebration you
will be helping to change children’s lives.
www.action.org.uk
Sarah Stevenson
Community Fundraising Manager
Action Medical Research
T 01273 735788
www.action.org.uk

Swim for Heroes
CB Richard Ellis

C

B Richard Ellis’ Sam Carson and
a team of friends completed a
236km non-stop relay swim of the
River Thames at the end of August, raising
over £21,000 for service personnel support
charity Help for Heroes .
The eight-strong Swim for Heroes team
took on the challenge of swimming from
the source of the river, in the Cotswolds,
to Twickenham.
The team took to the water just after
2am on August 19th, and finished at
lunch time on August 22nd, where they
were greeted on dry land by cheers and
champagne.
For more information or to donate, visit
www.swimforheroes.co.uk

Support Millsie
http://www.action.org.uk/sponsor/richardmills

I

ncoming SAS Chairman runs the
London Marathon. Richard Mills who
will become Chairman of the SAS in
January 2011 will be running the London
Marathon in 2011 for Action Medical
Research. Please help him along his way
by sponsoring.

http://www.action.org.uk/
sponsor/richardmills
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Legal article:

The Competition Act 1998
The Competition Act
1998 (Land Agreements
Exclusion Revocation)
Order 2010
A new era…

T

he Competition Act 1998
deals with anti-competitive
agreements and prohibits
agreements that may ‘prevent,
restrict or distort competition in
an economic market in the uK’.
This was known as the Chapter
1 Prohibition. Such provisions are
legally unenforceable and void.
However, when the 1998 Act was
enacted land agreements (i.e.
business-to-business contracts
and commercial arrangements)
were excluded from the effect of
the 1998 Act. The Government
are now keen to ensure that
competition law applies equally
across the economy. To do this, on
the 29 June 2010, the government
passed the Competition Act 1998
(Land Agreements exclusion
Revocation) Order 2010.

What is its purpose?
The purpose of this new law is to
revoke the exclusion protecting
land agreements from full effect
of uK competition law. When it
comes into force on the 6 April
2011, the previous exclusions on
land agreements from competition
law will no longer apply. Land
agreement provisions will be
subject to assessment under the
Chapter 1 Prohibition.

Which provisions will be
affected?
Restrictive covenants and clauses
contained in land agreements are
among those provisions that may
be affected. Key examples include:
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Restrictive covenants over the future use of the land where those
covenants benefit a previous owner of the land who no longer holds
an interest in the land, which is the subject of the agreement.

1. Lease restrictions requiring a tenant to
obtain mandatory services from specified
providers only.

(narrower user clauses to protect tenant
mix in shopping centre may fall within
exemption);

2. Lease restrictions on a landlord
preventing it from letting or selling other
units in its complex or an adjacent property
to the tenant’s competitors.

1. It does not substantially eliminate
competition.

3. Retail and manufacturing lease
covenants, which restrict the type
commercial activity available to a tenant.

Examples of provisions that are
unlikely to be caught include:
1. Restrictive covenants over the future use
of the land where those covenants benefit
a previous owner of the land who no
longer holds an interest in the land, which
is the subject of the agreement.
2. Lock out agreements, provided they are
limited to a few months only.
It is the responsibility of each individual
party to self-assess whether provisions in
their land agreements are in breach.
Land agreements made prior to the 6 April
2011 must also be assessed, as the new law
takes retrospective effect. Not all restrictive
covenants will be condemned as the
importance lies in the commercial effect of
the provision opposed to its wording.

2. Failing the exemptions, the de minimis
principle should be applied. Agreements
where the parties are below certain market
share thresholds (typically 10%-15%) fall
outside Chapter 1 Prohibition. However,
a common area of difficulty is deciding
what constitutes the relevant market from
which the market share of the parties
is calculated. This may involve extensive
research and investigation.

The restrictive provision
brings economic and
consumer benefits
(likely to protect an
‘anchor tenant’ but not
small tenant occupiers);

Are there any exceptions?
If the provision in question falls within
one of the following three categories, the
provision may still be permitted.
1. The provision will benefit as an
‘exemption’ if it can be demonstrated that:
2. The restrictive provision brings economic
and consumer benefits (likely to protect
an ‘anchor tenant’ but not small tenant
occupiers);
3. The restrictive effects are no wider than
is indispensable to achieve those benefits

3. A provision may be permitted if it can be
demonstrated that competition is not really
affected. This requires a proper assessment
of the actual effect of the restriction on
competition, based on relevant case law
and economic analysis.

What are the consequences
of breach?
Contract provisions in breach of the
Chapter 1 Prohibition are automatically
void and unenforceable in the courts.
Parties who are adversely affected by

Additionally, the Office
of Fair Trading
(OFT) may investigate
alleged breaches, on
its own initiative
or as a result of
a complaint.

the unlawful provision may take legal
proceedings to obtain an injunction or
declaration against the restrictive provision
and/or obtain compensatory damages
from the parties for any losses they have
sustained as a result.
Additionally, the Office of Fair Trading (OFT)
may investigate alleged breaches, on its
own initiative or as a result of a complaint.
If the OFT decides that a restrictive
provision does breach the Chapter 1
Prohibition, it may make a legally binding
order for termination or modification of the
provision. The OFT has powers to impose
substantial fines for the most serious anticompetitive practices. The OFT is due to
issue its own guidance in October. This
needs to be considered carefully to assess
the OFT’s approach to applying competition
law to land agreements.

Action:
Up to the 6 April 2011 there is a transition
period. Its purpose is to allow businesses
to put their land agreements in order.
Companies must assess their contract
provisions to ensure they are compliant
and provisions currently relied upon
and enjoyed must be checked as to
their enforceability.
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The last 12 months
Completely different

T

he last 12 months has seen
CompletelyRetail.co.uk (CR) go
from strength to strength, with an
even wider reach, a host of major industry
converts and the introduction of some
powerful new features.
CR is currently getting 25,000 monthly
visitors, with over 70% of traffic coming
from independent retailers performing
searches such as ‘shops to let’. With real
time links to many leading agents’ and
landlords’ sites, and with listings now
available through Accessible Retail,
Shop Agents Society and Retail Week
websites, it’s not surprising CR is being
billed as ‘The best connected retail
property website’.
The leading agents who have embraced
CR are quickly feeling the benefits. The
likes of Savills, Briant Champion Long
and Wilkinson Williams have all launched
CR powered sites in the last six months,
with Jones Lang LaSalle, Nash Bond
and Edgerley Simpson Howe amongst
other agents who are making the switch
imminently.
CR provides almost unlimited detail
on individual shop units, but at it’s heart
is the unique scheme system with the
comprehensive and free-to-view database
of over 3,400 shopping centres and
retail parks. Hammerson, Henderson and
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Westfield are just some of the recent
landlord sign-ups who have chosen to
sponsor major retail assets, providing the
retail property community with enhanced
information on schemes like Westfield
London and Manchester Fort Shopping
Park. There are now over 400 fully
sponsored schemes on CR.
Westfield are using the full power of the
CR network with the launch of a bespoke
leasing site. This directs leasing enquiries
from their popular consumer websites to a
Westfield branded, CR powered microsite
which shows up-to-date availability and
agents details. All information is kept upto-date on linked sites with a single change
to the CR database, which saves time and
ensures consistency of data.
There’s also been a raft of new features
on CR including email marketing, networks
and an improved user system which
makes it even easier to add and administer
property listings on the CR network. The
new ‘My Properties’ feature gives every
agent on CR their own personal listings
website, completely free-of-charge. And
there are more exciting developments
being planned for the near future too. The
integration of the PropertyRequirements.
com database will provide advertisers with
an up-to-date list of retailers who have a
matching requirements, and a new iPhone
App will give agents and retailers detailed

Powered by

retail property information whilst on
the move.
CR’s partnership with Retail Week
continues to flourish with the introduction
of several new services. Featured Properties
will give advertisers the widest and most
targeted exposure, with enhanced listings
on CR’s home page, email marketing and
a classified advert within the Retail Week
magazine itself. CR is also providing data
for Retail Week’s new Top 100 Shopping
Centres and Retail Parks, with scheme
specific news from Retail Week, and links
through to leasing details on CR.
Dominic Millar, Managing Director of
Squeeze the independent marketing agency
behind CR said, “We’ve been overwhelmed
with how well CR has been received within
the retail property community.
We originally set out to provide retail
agents with an affordable alternative to
Shop Property and a useful free-to-view
resource for acquiring retailers. However,
with the invaluable input we have had from
the members of Accessible Retail and Shop
Agents Society, it’s ensured that CR is much
more than that - it’s an essential tool for
the marketing and sharing of retail property
information.”
For further information on Completely
Retail please contact:
Dominic Millar on 0844 662 6600,
dm@squeeze.biz

Tuck into

1/3off at YO! Sushi

Date of birth:

*The boring bit:

– Offer is a third off your food bill valid until Sunday 28th November 2010, from Tuesday to
Sunday only when you spend a minimum of £10 upon production of this fully completed
YO! Sushi postcard.
– Offer is only valid at YO! Sushi restaurants except: YO! Sushi Heathrow T3, Edinburgh Airport.
– Offer valid on food from the conveyor belt only (no orders permitted), up to 10 plates per
person and not applicable on miso, drinks, take-away or delivery.
– This postcard must be completed to include your
name, a valid email address and your date of birth
before presenting it.
– By completing this postcard, you are consenting to
receiving emails from YO! Sushi to keep up to date
with their latest news and offers.
– One postcard per person, valid for one visit only
and to be presented and given up to a member of
the YO! Sushi team.
– This postcard only entitles the postcard holder to
a discount.
– Offer not transferable or available in conjunction
with another offer (e.g. our Blue Mondays or
Student discount) and there is no cash alternative.
– YO! Sushi Manager’s decision is final.

Yo Sushi

W

hat were you
doing before joining
Yo Sushi?

When i left university i qualified as a
chartered surveyor and went to work for
Whitbread the Bass (now M&B) acquiring
pubs and hotels – i did that for 10 years
then set up my own property development
consultancy developing residential in
London, care homes, and self storage sites.

What would you be if you were
not in property?
A ski bum.

What is your favourite dish on
the Yo Sushi menu? (or are you a
secret sushi-hater?!)
No, i love it! Miso Black Cod is my favorite,
oh and soft shell crab hand roll.

Which retailer (person or company)
do you admire and why?
Well YO! Of course!! i wouldn’t have joined
if i wasn’t a big fan of the Brand. And in
Robin Rowland, the business has a very
passionate and inspirational leader who
genuinely cares about his team. What a
brown noser eh?

541

Interview with Kieran Sherlock

bathroom upstairs and was propositioned
by the landlords Wife – i recalled that that
was against the RiCS code of conduct and
so politely declined!

What were the worst and best
deals you have been involved in?
Worst Deal? Spinningfields in Manchester.
We signed very early and took the wrong
location. Best Deal? Securing the Royal
Festival Hall site was very satisfying, though
the terms are no walk in the park – what a
great location though!

Do you think there will be a double
dip recession in 2011?
i think London will hold up well, especially if
the pound continues to weaken bringing in
tourists. i think the North has a very tough
2-3 years ahead.

What are Yo Sushi’s plans for 2011?
More of the same! We opened 10 sites
this year and will be looking to do a similar
number next year.

What song would you choose to
sing on a karaoke night?
Too Much Too Young – The Specials.

What advice would you give
to a new starter in the
property market?
Go skiing for the winter and wait for the
market to pick up.

Share your funniest property
story – keep it clean!
As a young surveyor working for Whitbread,
i was inspecting a very rough tenanted
pub in Camden when i walked into the
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Charles Palmer Property

Lunson Mitchenall

33 Great Portland Street
London
W1W 8QG
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Tel: 020 7637 6850
Mobile: 07771 886027

Tel: 020 7478 4950
Mobile: 07793 803521

Email: cpcharlespalmerproperty.com

Charles Palmer

Deputy Chairman
Richard Mills

Committee Member
Hayley Gisborne

Douglas Stevens & Co

CB Richard Ellis Ltd

Bond House
19-20 Woodstock Street
London
W1C 2AN

Kingsley House
1a Wimpole Street
London
W1G 0RE

Tel: 020 7491 0999
Mobile: 07831 758755

Tel: 020 7182 2000
Mobile: 07917 575367

Email: richard.mills@douglasstevens.co.uk

Committee Member
Howard Quigley

Brasier Freeth LLP

37 Golden Square
London
W1F 9LA

The Edward Hyde Building
38 Clarendon Road
Watford
Herts WD17 1HZ

Email: patrick.oconnell@cwm.co.uk

Patrick O’Connell

Past Chairman
Matthew Maynard

Louise Oliver

Committee Member
Mark Segal

Tel: 01923 210810
Mobile: 07764 247875
Email: mark.segal@brasierfreeth.com

Briant Champion Long

BNP Paribas Real Estate

Nufﬁeld House
41/46 Piccadilly
London
W1J 0DS

30 Charles Street
London
SW1Y 4AE

Tel: 020 7434 7600
Mobile: 07764 348 685
Email: mmaynard@bclnet.co.uk

Tel: 020 7338 4000
Mobile: 07917 531501

Committee Member

Email: beth.struthers@bnpparibas.com

Beth Struthers

Orb Support Ltd

Fisher Hargreaves Proctor

The Dolls House
Wendens Ambo
Saffron Walden, Essex
CB11 4JL

10 Oxford Street
Nottingham
NG1 5BG

Tel: 01799 544902
Mobile: 07771 641048
Administration & Membership

Email: howard.quigley@cbre.com

CWM Retail Property Advisors

Tel: 020 7494 6900
Mobile: 07961 589802

Treasurer

Email: hayleyg@lunson-mitchenall.co.uk

Email: louise@orbsupport.co.uk
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Tel: 0115 950 7577
Mobile: 07887 787885

Committee Member
Ben Tebbutt

Email: ben@fhp.co.uk

Hungry?

Simply fill in your details and hand this
voucher in-store to enjoy a whopping third
off your food bill when you spend £10
minimum from 5pm to 10pm, Tuesday to
Sunday at YO! Sushi untill Thursday 23rd
December 2010.*
So tell your mates to grab a voucher
too and get down to YO! Sushi to stuff
yourself sushi silly!
Customer details:

noodles

Tuck into

rice

katsu curry

sushi

1/3off at YO! Sushi

Date of birth:

*The boring bit:

– Offer is a third off your food bill valid until Thursday 23rd December 2010, from Tuesday to
Sunday only when you spend a minimum of £10 upon production of this fully completed
YO! Sushi postcard.
– Offer is only valid at YO! Sushi restaurants except: YO! Sushi Heathrow T3, Edinburgh Airport.
– Offer valid on food from the conveyor belt only (no orders permitted), up to 10 plates per
person and not applicable on miso, drinks, take-away or delivery.
– This postcard must be completed to include your
name, a valid email address and your date of birth
before presenting it.
– By completing this postcard, you are consenting to
receiving emails from YO! Sushi to keep up to date
with their latest news and offers.
– One postcard per person, valid for one visit only
and to be presented and given up to a member of
the YO! Sushi team.
– This postcard only entitles the postcard holder to
a discount.
– Offer not transferable or available in conjunction
with another offer (e.g. our Blue Mondays or
Student discount) and there is no cash alternative.
– YO! Sushi Manager’s decision is final.
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soups

"

SPECIAL OFFER

£5 OFF
WHEN YOU SPEND

OVER £50
Valid until 24th December 2010
Redeemable at any standalone store.
Cannot be redeemed against previous purchases.
Locations nationwide. To find your nearest store go to www.tmlewin.co.uk
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Top Eight Deals
Birmingham - 72 High Street
Brantano

London - 120/124 Charing Cross Road
TK Maxx

Assignor:

River Island

Landlord:

Windsor Life Assurance

Assignee:

Brantano

Tenant:

TK Maxx

Rent:

£195,000 pax

Rent:

£740,000 pax

Lease:	Expires Feb 2013

Size:

30,313 sq ft

Agents:

Lease:

New 15 year lease

Agents:

Nash Bond

Cushman & Wakefield
(Brantano) / Harper
Dennis Hobbs

Leicester - 40/50 high Street
Blacks

London - 18/26 Oxford Street
Primark

Landlord:

Barberry

Landlord:

Oriana

Tenant:

The Outdoor group T/A
Blacks

Tenant:

Primark

Rent:

Confidential between
the parties

Rent:

£145,000 pax

Size:

2,700 sq ft (GF),
4,800 sq ft (FF)

Size:

141,000 sq ft

Lease:

New 15 year lease

Lease:

New 10 year lease

Agents:

Agents:

Bidwell Webber DePons
& BNP Paribas (Landlord)
/ JLL (Blacks)

Harper Dennis Hobbs
(Primark) / Thomas
Davidson (Oriana)

Bridgwater - 13 Fore Street
Orange

Nottingham - 15 St Peters Gate
The White Company

Assignor:

Private Landlord

Landlord:

F&C Ireland Ltd

Assignee:

Orange

Tenant:

The White Company

Rent:

£50,000 pax

Rent:

£140,000 pax

Size:

2,135 sq ft

Size:

1,987 sq ft (GF)

Lease:

New 10 year lease
5 year tenant only break

Lease:

New 10 year lease

Agents:

Fisher Hargreaves Proctor
(F&C) / Twenty Retail
(White Company)

Agents:

Western Retail (Landlord)
/ Cushman & Wakefield
(Orange)

Oxford - 9 Magdalen Street
Tesco

Wandsworth - Southside
Republic

Assignor:

Administrators for
Borders (UK) Limited

Landlord:

Metro Shopping Fund

Tenant:

Republic

Assignee:

Tesco Stores Limited

Rent:

£142,400 pax

Rent:

£684,588 pax

Size:

3,476 sq ft (GF)

Size:

26,247 sq ft

Lease:

New 10 year lease

Agents:

Angermann Goddard
& Loyd / JLL (Metro
Shopping Fund) / Kenny
Moore (Republic)

Lease:	Expires 24th March 2025
Agents:

November 2010 / SAS / 12

Capa (Borders (UK)
Limited) / Morgan
Williams (Tesco)

